A molecular modeling based method to predict elution behavior and binding patches of proteins in multimodal chromatography.
Multimodal (MM) chromatography provides a powerful means to enhance the selectivity of protein separations by taking advantage of multiple weak interactions that include electrostatic, hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions. In order to increase our understanding of such phenomena, a computationally efficient approach was developed that combines short molecular dynamics simulations and continuum solvent based coarse-grained free energy calculations in order to study the binding of proteins to Self Assembled Monolayers (SAM) presenting MM ligands. Using this method, the free energies of protein-MM SAM binding over a range of incident orientations of the protein can be determined. The resulting free energies were then examined to identify the more "strongly bound" orientations of different proteins with two multimodal surfaces. The overall free energy of protein-MM surface binding was then determined and correlated to retention factors from isocratic chromatography. This correlation, combined with analytical expressions from the literature, was then employed to predict protein gradient elution salt concentrations as well as selectivity reversals with different MM resin systems. Patches on protein surfaces that interacted strongly with MM surfaces were also identified by determining the frequency of heavy atom contacts with the atoms of the MM SAMs. A comparison of these patches to Electrostatic Potential and hydrophobicity maps indicated that while all of these patches contained significant positive charge, only the highest frequency sites also possessed hydrophobicity. The ability to identify key binding patches on proteins may have significant impact on process development for the separation of bioproduct related impurities.